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Thank you for purchasing our products.
The default of this product is none
account status, any fingerprint can
be unlocked. Your finger will become
the key after setting. The first user's
fingerprint is the administrator's
fingerprint, all new fingerprint need
be confirmed by administrator.

1. Long press
sensor 9
seconds.

2. Flash blue
light for 3 times.

4. It records
unsuccessful
when red
light flash.

5. It records
successful
when blue
light flash.

3. Left your
finger when
you star collect
fingerprint. Same
finger press
6 times.

6. Total of 6 times
of collection was
sucessful with flash
blue light for3 times.
Adminstator's fingerprint
was recorded successfully.

Di�erent indicator represents di�erent devices
and status. Please check the details as below chart:

(The first and second fingerprints are the administator fingerprint by default.)

Question

Touch the
fingerprint

sensor,
The indicator
light is not on

Can not be
rechargeable

Can not unlock

Reason

No power

Stand by

Is there any foreign
matter at the charging port

Your finger is too try

Your fingers are too wet

Dirty fingerprints

The fingerprint sensor
is not clean

Solution

Please charge the
fingerprint padlock

Please touch the
fingerprint reader

Please keep the charging
port clean and tidy

Please rub or breathe
on your fingers

Please wipe the sweat
or water o� your fingers

Please keep your fingers clean

Please wipe o� the
fingerprint reader

Indicator Status
Red light and blue lights

flashed alternately

Blue lights breathe brightly

Blue light always on

Flash blue light for 3 times

Blue light

Red blue light

Blue light

Red light

Red light

Indicator Status

Low power

Charging

Full charged

Fingerprint acquisition mode

Fingerprint collection successful

Administrator fingerprint
authorization

Unlock success

Delete fingerprint mode

Failed to collect fingerprint

Collect Fingerprint Tips

Indicator

Fingerprint Recording Instructions

Delete Fingerprint/Factory Reset

Question Features of Functions

Description of First Administrator's Fingerprint Record

1. Long press
sensor 9
seconds.

1. Long press
sensor 20
seconds.

• [Your fingerprint is the key.]
 Fingerprint Unlock, convenient.

• [High Capacity]
 Support 20 sets fingerprints.

• [Waterproof and dustproof]
 Up to IP65 level waterproof can
 prevent the dust and rain e�ciently.

• [1 second to unlock]
 Super CPU, good recognition,
 low error rate.

• [Low power consumption]
 Full charge can provide 3000 switch
 lock operation.

3. Every time to
confirm Administrator
fingerprint successful.
After the red
and blue light.

2. Flash the red 
light 3 times. Use 
the administrator's
fingerprint press 
2 times.

4. Red and blue lights
alternate Flicker,
delete all Fingerprint
recovery factory
Settings.

2. Flash the red 
light 3 times. Use 
the administrator's
fingerprint press 
2 times.

6. Total of 6 times of
collection was successful,
flash blue light 3 times,
the administator's
fingerprint was recored
successfully.

4. It records
unsuccessful
when red
light flash.

5. It records
successful
when blue
light flash.

3. Left your finer
and press to collect
fingerprint.
The administrator
fingerprint.
After confirmation
of authorization.
(bright red and blue light)
Start to collect your
fingerprints.
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